Large items of plant and equipment can be permanently marked with asset numbers and text on site.

Data Matrix
At Laseretch we incorporate the power of datamatrix code technology into your asset tags.
Data matrix codes can hold more data on a smaller area, or directly link (via scanning) any asset to your
asset management software system.

Laseretch offers you a complete asset tagging and industrial labelling
service.
We supply asset tags and rating plates to all sectors of industry. Laseretch
offers a comprehensive range of materials and finishes including, Stainless
steel, Aluminium, Traffolyte, and clean room reverse engraving. Based in
our 3000 sq ft workshop in Dublin 12 we utilise our suite of Trotec lasers
and CNC cutters to produce asset tags and labelling for a broad range of
customers.
Customers include International Pharmaceutical Companies, Food
and Brewing PLC‘s and major Mechanical and Electrical engineering
contracting companies.
Lasereetch was founded by Paul Harrison who has over 15 years
experience in the area of precision laser engraving. Paul and the team
at laseretch are passionate about giving our customers cost effective
solutions coupled with exceptional customer care.

10 Crumlin Business Centre, Stannaway Drive, Dublin 12, Ireland

COST EFFECTIVE INDUSTRIAL LABELLING SOLUTIONS

Electrolytic Marking

T: +353 (0)1 709 7152

M: +353 (0)87 240 1958

E: info@laseretch.ie

Quality Control

Large Capacity

Each laser engraved label is manufactured to the highest
standards. Our two stage process of checks during
production and prior to dispatch guarantee customer
satisfaction.

Our Trotec lasers have a large work area of
730mm x 430mm x 175mm deep.

Stainless Steel

Traffolyte

We utilise both lasers and chemicals to engrave and
use 301 (brushed 240 DP1) grade stainless steel for our
standard range. The laser beam modifies the material
surface, creating permanent marks without removing
material or impacting surface integrity.

Traffolyte offers a large range of colour options and
thickness’s which guarantees maximum flexibility and
choice.

Anodized Aluminium

Traffolyte

At Laseretch we laser engrave anodized
Aluminium rating plates, control panels, fascias and
asset tags in 1mm, 1.5mm and 3mm black anodized
aluminium.

We laser engrave and CNC, cost effective material
using durable Traffolyte.

Standard Sizes
We have a standard range of sizes and layouts to help
you chose the right tagging solution for your particular
needs.

MAXI PACK saves time and money
We offer a maxi pack service where your order is
chronologically packaged in bundles of 25. Maxi pack
ensures minimum on site delays installing labels.

Large Production capacity

Laser light 0.8mm flexibility

Standard packaging

Industry leading lasers and software coupled with our team of craftsmen ensure the perfect job every time.

We can laser this flexible .8mm material that is flexible
and resistant to solvents and extreme temperature.

Standard orders are budget packed in bundles of 50
tags for the most economical solutions.

COST EFFECTIVE INDUSTRIAL

LABELLING SOLUTIONS

